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As Kendall Motor Oil continues to distinguish itself

from the competition, the concept of Team Kendall

has steadily transformed into something greater

than just our motor sports involvement. Team

Kendall has evolved into a philosophy by which we

now define Kendall Motor Oil and our relationship

with marketers and marketing associates.

Overall, Team Kendall is a brand message with a

consistent communication of quality and customer

focus; it defines how we go to market. It can 

mean different things at different levels, but some

things always stand true, like customer service and

quality products. It is a promise of focusing on 

the customers’ needs, rather than just focusing 

on selling product. And it is a philosophy that

allows all team members to capitalize on their

individual strengths.

You may ask, “Why Team Kendall?” Well, Team

Kendall will help us to make the most of the changing

marketplace and offers a solid approach to keeping

all stakeholders working together. It has always

been a team effort here at Kendall Motor Oil, 

so now it’s time to announce it to the rest of 

the industry!

Team Kendall
Philosophy

The New Phillips
The exciting acquisition of Tosco Corporation

On September 14, 2001, the acquisition of Tosco Corporation

by Phillips Petroleum Company was finalized in a $7 billion

transaction. This exciting acquisition has brought together

some of the most advanced products and technology and

recognizable brands in the industry, not to mention producing

one of the top three refining, marketing and transportation

(RM&T) organizations in the United States.

For Kendall Motor Oil, the combined organization offers 

a commitment to supporting the brand, safety and the 

environment, efficient manufacturing, outstanding customer

service, and most important, an experienced and respected

sales force available to meet individual business needs. The

new Phillips RM&T division will have business interests in 46

states with more than 12,000 retail locations, of which

2,500 are company-owned and operated. And Phillips’

resources now have an increased refining capacity of 1.7

million barrels per day, more than 7,000 miles of pipeline

and 50 terminals.

Headquartered in their hometown of Bartlesville, Oklahoma

(50 miles north of Tulsa), Phillips was founded in 1917. Phillips

operates 300 company-owned Phillips 66 sites, 2,100 

company-operated Circle K sites and 91 Coastal sites, with

other operations around the world. Brands marketed under

the Phillips umbrella now include 76, Circle K, Exxon, Mobil,

Kendall Motor Oil and Coastal.

New Lubricants Organization
The acquisition also means exciting changes for Kendall

Motor Oil and Phillips’ other lubricants brands. One of the

most valuable aspects to emerge from the business move is

the union of some of the brightest management team mem-

bers and finest employee talent.

To begin making use of this talent pool, we have restructured

the new Lubricants Division of Phillips 66 Company to preserve

the Kendall Motor Oil brand commitment to excellence. Our

new management team will not only implement strategies

that promise to keep the lubricants division growing, but

they will strive to maintain a promise of safety and

outstanding customer service as we carry on a

tradition of producing quality lubricants.

As a Kendall marketer, you understand the importance of

doing your best to provide your customers with exceptional

service. The Team Kendall sales organization maintains this

same philosophy.

But what is Team Kendall? To our marketers, Team Kendall

is a service-oriented relationship that exists between our

sales department and Kendall marketers. This relationship

mandates that together we will solve problems, maximize

opportunities and jointly grow Kendall business.

Our Team Kendall philosophy is based on five key elements.

The first is communication. We are firm believers that open

and regular communication is at the heart of every suc-

cessful relationship. Each Team Kendall relationship is no

exception. From face-to-face contact to email and fax,

our sales force utilizes every tool available to maintain 

an advanced level of communication both internally 

and externally.

Second, we will be diligent in listening to what our 

marketers are saying. This will allow us to develop sales

and marketing strategies that support the marketer’s and

end-user needs.

Third, we will strive to be responsive to the needs of our

marketers. Responsiveness can be the difference between

getting a sale or not. Therefore, the sales department is

committed to promptness and professionalism with our

Team Kendall marketers.

Fourth, we will strive to maintain a positive attitude.

Whether that means helping our marketers develop a 

business plan, providing input regarding new business

opportunities or working with our marketers in acquiring

new accounts, we will work to ensure that we remain 

positive and focused in our efforts.

Fifth and most important, is follow-through. As a brand,

Kendall Motor Oil has been faced with many changes that

have resulted in periods of uncertainty. We recognize that

now is the time to re-establish marketer confidence by

doing our best to ensure we are managing our marketer

needs and concerns to a reasonable conclusion.

Thus, Team Kendall is a two-way relationship that allows both

the marketers and our sales team to work hand-in-hand in

building business.

After all, we’re all on the same team! Team Kendall that is!

Elements of Team Kendall
by Susan Tate, Marketing Director, Branded Lubricants
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At first glance, a 1980 Mercedes Benz SD with over 308,000

miles might be considered a mechanical nightmare! But

that is not the case with Chuck Landenberger’s 22-year-old

vehicle, which is in great shape and has required little

more service than timing belt replacements and valve

adjustments. This is an excellent example of how Kendall

Motor Oil products can play a vital role in helping to keep

a car running at optimal performance and saving thousands

of dollars on engine repairs.

In addition to using high-quality products, Landenberger

understands the importance of regular maintenance to a

vehicle’s performance. He changes the oil and filter in his

Mercedes regularly every 2,500 miles, using Kendall Motor

Oil exclusively, which has not always been easy for him to

find. When he bought the car 11 years ago, he lived in Northern

Virginia and had to travel to Chesapeake Petroleum in

Gaithersburg, Maryland to buy Kendall Super D-3 15W-40.

He now gets the product locally at Arizona Petroleum in

his hometown of Phoenix. It has always been important to

him to keep the car in great shape and he feels that the

products he uses have helped maintain the car. 

Landenberger has also put his car to the test in the

autocross circuit. When he lived in Northern Virginia, he

raced the car at a number of road tracks including

Portland International Raceway and Atlanta Motor

Speedway. While his Mercedes is an extremely well

designed car, it may not have performed as well had it not

been for regular maintenance and the use of high-quality

motor oil.

Aside from racing, the car serves as reliable transportation

for Landenberg. The 3,700 lb. vehicle gets 27.4 miles per

gallon and he feels that Kendall Motor Oil has positively

affected his bottom line and spending. Landenberg is

extremely satisfied with Kendall Super oil and does not

plan to go synthetic, his philosophy is simple: why change

something that has always worked for him?
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Kendall Conference 
New Orleans 2001

308,000 Miles and Going Strong with Super D-3 
Customer Testimonial: Chuck Landenberger

When Dominick D’Agostino learned of the tragic events

that occurred on September 11, he quickly responded by

generously opening his doors to the public. As the owner of

Personal Touch Oil Express in Connecticut, Dominick real-

ized that he could utilize his business to donate money,

time and services to distraught Americans. On September

23, in a patriotic and altruistic gesture, Dominick and his

employees worked unpaid all day to provide free oil

changes and car washes to the public.

Local firefighters, dressed in uniform, collected donations

in lieu of the standard oil change price, while fire trucks

and police cars were brought in to draw the attention of

the community. The one-day event provided grateful

patrons of Personal Touch Oil Express with an opportunity

to contribute to the relief effort locally. One hundred 

percent of the approximately $22,000 raised was donated

to the Fire Department and Police Department Disaster

Relief Funds. Dominick wouldn’t have it any other way. 

“I was touched by the effort my employees and the people

of the community put into this event,” he said.

Several companies contributed to the event by making

cash donations. Among them were GH Berlin, the marketer

that has supplied Personal Touch quick lube locations with

Kendall products for more than three years, including

Kendall Motor Oil and Mighty Filters. The firefighters and

policemen were extremely grateful for their support.

“Personal Touch Oil Express’ dedication to servicing their

customers as well as serving their community has truly

helped grow their business,” said Dave Mulligan, the territory

sales manager who works with GH Berlin and Personal

Touch. He considers Personal Touch Oil Express a first class

operation and is proud to have been associated with

Dominick and this event.

Dominick began working with Kendall Motor Oil and GH Berlin

at one location in New Haven about three and a half years

ago and his business is flourishing. Personal Touch recently

opened its fourth quick lube location in Connecticut, three of

which also operate full service car washes.

Generosity and a sense of community responsibility help

create a bond between Kendall Motor Oil, Kendall marketers

and their customers alike. Dominick D’Agostino and his

employees set an excellent example for all our associates,

the business community as a whole and Americans everywhere.

Kind-Hearted Business Owner 
And his employees lend a hand

Thanks to all of our marketers, the 2001 Kendall

Conference was an enormous success!  The objective

of the conference was to learn more about Team

Kendall and the next exciting phase of our growth, as

well as to celebrate our long-standing Kendall Motor

Oil tradition. A survey of attending marketers

revealed that we accomplished this goal, with the

conference scores averaging four in a range of one to

five. We were thrilled to hear our marketers found

such value in the event!

One of the most important things marketers learned

during the conference was the 2002 GT-1® product

line launch. This year we will be moving to a single

passenger car motor oil product line, which will build

on Kendall's high performance reputation. To begin

making the shift, marketers attended a make-believe

funeral for the Superb family of products. However,

there were no tears because we are all eagerly awaiting

the arrival of GT-1®! 

The educational portion of the conference provided

marketers with tools to enhance business growth and

brought everyone up to speed on the exciting changes

taking place within our organization, products and

technology. The survey reflected that marketers

found “How to Build a Winning Team,” lead by Joseph

Rosales and “Team Kendall Value Added Selling,” 

presented by Jim Valenti and Mike Loughney of 

MVP Associates, to be the most valuable sessions.

However, scoring the highest on the survey was 

the motivational speaker, Robert Stevenson. Many

found his insight to extraordinary service helpful 

and refreshing.

In addition to the educational side of the conference,

we cavorted through the historical French Quarter for

our scavenger hunt to learn more about the Cajun

heritage. Your cooperation and good humor were a

shining example of the teamwork we witness everyday

at Kendall Motor Oil. 

Once again we’d like to express our sincerest thanks

to all of our marketers for your participation. This was

the first year we were able to bring all of the Kendall

marketers together in one venue. We couldn’t have

done it without you and we’re looking forward to seeing

you again next year!
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Spartan Oil places added importance on maintaining a

solid rapport with customers on a one-on-one level.

Spartan employs a customer-relations program whereby

Smit and Morgan occasionally visit customers without

sales representatives, thus allowing their clients to discuss

business candidly to assess Spartan’s contributions.

During these private meetings, clients are asked to honestly

evaluate how well Spartan is assisting their company.

Spartan insists that involvement with a client’s 

business on all levels is imperative in maintaining an

enduring professional relationship. 

No matter how developed a rapport Spartan has with a

client, it is also their products and services that serve as

the foundation for the Marketer’s success. “We have the

best sales people in the market, lots of flexibility and a

superb delivery service,” Smit says with a smile. The 

company was the first in the market to provide a one-stop

delivery service that offers a combination delivery truck

carrying both bulk and packaged lubricants. Another

innovative creation was the “Tank Genie,” an on-site 

tank-monitoring device. Spartan developed this device as

a dial-up system that sends customer tank readings to a

control center that can dispatch deliveries accordingly. 

There is always room for additional growth and transformations

within a company. “We’ve recently gone through several

acquisitions, one of which increased our business by 

45 percent,” Smit says. Like Kendall, Spartan recognizes

that growing pains can accompany major changes, but

every step forward places the company in a better position for

increased business. “We’re very confident that the recent

Phillips acquisition puts us in a great position for growth.”

“Only the strongest shall survive, and that’s what we’re

always working toward,” Smit says. And with these words,

Spartan Oil Corporation embraces their future with Kendall

Motor Oil. It’s a bright one with a new relationship that

promises not only to uphold Kendall’s integrity and 

commitment, but also to introduce a wealth of original

products and services that will continue to propel us as

industry leaders.

Teamwork has always been an important philosophy for

Kendall Motor Oil. In keeping with that theme, the Partners

in Business (PIB) program was created to give Kendall marketers

an open forum to share their opinions and ideas with

Kendall executives and to help create the roadmap for

future growth. The PIB Taskforce members serve as the

spokespeople for all Kendall marketers by providing Kendall

executives with valuable insight.

In September, the PIB Taskforce convened during a series of

meetings to discuss Kendall’s strengths, weaknesses, oppor-

tunities and threats. The discussions provided management

with valuable historical background about the Kendall brand

and helped formulate direction for future plans.

Based on feedback from the meeting, we have created the

2002 Team Kendall branding platform. The programs we’ve

developed will provide you with business development

tools and strategies to help you achieve your growth

objectives, as well as a unique and dynamic education

series to help keep you up to speed on Kendall’s product

innovation. From sales techniques and business building

programs to technical and product training, you can look

forward to a variety of tools that will be produced to meet

your needs.

Our goal is to ultimately reinforce Kendall’s position as a

leader within the automotive lubricants industry and the

2002 plan has us right on track!

Your Partners In Business Taskforce members include:

David Boyer, Boyer Petroleum

Dave Waltz, G.H. Berlin

Bill Woosnam, Philadelphia Wholesale Dist.

George Macchia, First Automotive

Mike Heinold, Quality Automotive

Doug Gordon, Jr., Newsom Oil Company

Dale Moseley, Sr., Flamingo Oil Company

Duane Rowland, Jack Becker Distributors, Inc.

Ray Baughman, A.P. Fischer

We asked our Partners in Business Taskforce to describe to

us what Kendall represents in the marketplace. They

answered with a resounding, “Heritage and innovation

within the passenger car motor oil industry.” From this we

determined that Kendall GT-1® motor oil ties us most

closely to our history and tradition. Thus, come April of

2002 we will be transitioning to a single motor oil product

line and will unveil the new GT-1® branded product line.

The GT-1® branding campaign will build on our history of

innovation, unique products and our outstanding motor

sports successes. It will not only eliminate redundancy in

the product line, but it will simplify the product supply. 

The new line will include GT-1® High Performance, GT-1®

Synthetic Blend and GT-1® Full Synthetic. You’ll also be

seeing all new packaging graphics, including new quart

labels, carton designs and gallon labels.

As we come closer to the launch date, you’ll be hearing

more about the new GT-1® line. So stay tuned as we make

strides in energizing the Kendall brand!

With all of the growth potential spurred by the recent

mergers, Marketers are bustling with excitement and

anticipation of what’s in store for them with Kendall

Motor Oil. One marketer, Spartan Oil Corporation, looks

toward the new relationship with particular optimism.

“The new ownership of the Kendall brand will bring new

people and new ideas, and we’re very excited about that,”

says Spartan Oil President Jim Smit.

Spartan Oil Corporation has been a Kendall marketer since

1951, one year after its inception. 

“History and tradition characterize our relationship with

Kendall,” says Smit. “We’ve always based our growth on

selling high-quality products and programs, which Kendall

has always provided.”

An operation of 75 employees, Spartan reports annual

sales exceeding $35 million. There is indeed a method

behind the success of this Kendall marketer, and one of

their methods is building strong customer relationships.

Mike Morgan, vice president of Marketing, shares one

secret to his success: “We go out of our way to spend time

training our sales staff. When a sales rep shows he or she

knows the business inside and out it really demonstrates

that we’re here to help the customer’s business for the

long haul. We also designate our sales rep to work with

only one market segment, such as fleet or automotive,

and this ensures their knowledge of an industry.”

Phillips 66 Lubricants is constantly looking for ways 

to assure that Kendall marketers get the most out of 

their products and services. From retailers and installers

to commercial units, it is understood that one key to 

gaining new business is generating name recognition and

reputation through advertising and promotions.

The Business Development Allowance (BDA) program was

created to help marketers advertise and promote Kendall-

branded products. Through the new 2002 compensation

structure marketers are eligible to be reimbursed one hundred

percent of the Kendall portion of any qualifying advertising

for retailers and installers. 

Marketers will receive 16 cents per gallon reimbursement

for promotional and advertising expenditures related to

the sale of Kendall products. This year the 16 cents per

gallon BDA will be distributed based on a marketer’s prior

month’s purchases, which means that the success of sales

increases will be reflected immediately in the compensation

amount. In other words, higher sales last month results in

a higher BDA this month. 

The program has been simplified to make it easy for

Kendall marketers to promote the Kendall brand. For

example, Kendall has made supplementary equipment

funding BDA reimbursable. And to support marketer sales

efforts the Kendall Lubricants Analysis System (KLAS) and

KLAS Plus are available to commercial customers. KLAS

Plus is a PC-based analysis data management program.

KLAS sample kits and KLAS Plus software qualify as BDA

reimbursable expenses.

To be reimbursed for the Kendall portion of advertising

and promotions marketers must provide Shared Marketing

Services with detailed invoices showing promotion

expenses and proof of advertising during 2002 (Jan. 1 to

Dec. 31) by February 28, 2003.  

Kendall wants to help you grow your businesses. The BDA 

is designed to help marketers maintain high visibility 

and great service without bearing the entire cost of

advertising, promotions and analysis alone. Contact 

your marketer sales manager today so you can take

advantage of Kendall’s Business Development Allowance

throughout 2002! 

Partners in Business
Helping create the roadmap for the future

Technology & Maintenance Council (TMC) 
2001 Annual Meeting & Transportation Equipment 

Exhibition, Ft. Lauderdale, FL – March 5 – 8

2002 Mid-America Trucking Show, 
Louisville, KY – March 21 – 23

Automotive Oil Changers Association (AOCA) 
15th Annual Convention and Fast Lube Expo, 

Reno/Lake Tahoe, NV – April 14 – 16

2002 North American Truck Show, 
Boston, MA – May 2 – 4

2002 International Trucking Show,
Las Vegas, NV – June 27 –29

To assist our marketers with expanding business 

opportunities, Kendall Motor Oil will be commanding a

presence throughout the United States at several premier

industry tradeshows in 2002. It’s an opportunity for us to

showcase our exemplary products and technology, as well

as develop new business relationships to help increase and

maintain your existing business. Following is next year’s

tradeshow agenda:

Automotive Aftermarket Products Expo 
(AAPEX) Show 2001, 

Las Vegas, NV – November 5 – 8

14th Annual Performance Racing 
Industry Tradeshow, 

Indianapolis, IN – December 5 – 7

The New and Improved 
Kendall GT-1®

Marketer Profile:
Spartan Oil Corporation

Mark your calendar today for the 2002 Phillips 66 Branded

Wholesale Conference, which will take place November 12 to 15,

at the Venetian Hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada.

This conference will be tremendously exciting as marketers from

the Kendall Motor Oil, 76 Lubricants and Phillips Lubricants

brands will meet in one location, to participate in an array of

business-building strategy sessions designed to help you grow

your business. In the dramatic setting of the beautiful Venetian

hotel you will wine, dine and network with other marketers and

Phillips Lubricants executives and personnel. In addition, the

conference will allow you to meet all of the new leadership team

who will be able to provide you with future strategies. 

Watch your mail for more information about the 2002

Conference! We look forward to seeing you there.

Kendall Connection
2002 Marketer Conference

that was making the difference because it was the only

thing we changed. It’s a great product that we have sworn

by for two years.”

The “Mean Green” #19 Racing Machine was the Super Stock

Champion in 2000 and won eight races during the 2001

race season! Unfortunately, during the 2001 championship

they were taken out by another car and missed a week getting

the car repaired. But R.W.’s not worried. This year he’s

planning to take the #19 car all the way to the winner’s

circle with Kendall Motor Oil at his side!

Super Stock Champion Credits 
GT-1 for winning performance

Meet R.W. McMurray of McMurray Racing who has been racing

since 1953. He is the happy owner of the “Mean Green #19

Racing Machine” which proudly displays the Kendall GT-1®

logo and is driven by one of the best drivers in East

Tennessee, Bobby Mays of Jonesborough. You can find the

#19 car burning up the Volunteer Speedway in Bulls Gap,

Tenn., which is said to be the fastest dirt track in the world.

“The car has always done well, but we noticed an increase

in performance once we changed to Kendall GT-1® High

Performance Motor Oil,” said R.W. “We know it was the oil

Some services that are fully reimbursed include, but are not 

limited to:

Newspaper Advertising

Direct Mail/Flyers/Circulars

Yellow Page Advertising

Television/Radio advertising

Truck Decal Identification

Kendall Used Oil Collection

Race Tickets/Customer Hospitality 

(NASCAR/NHRA)

Approved Training Programs

KLAS & KLAS Plus 7

Supplementary Equipment Funding

And many more!

Business Development Allowance Program 
Acquires new compensation structure for 2002

2002 Tradeshow Agenda


